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Level G
1. Auditorium
2. Auditorium Lounge
4. Games Room
5. Dining Hall
7. Red Brick Café
9. Junior Common Room (JCR)
10. Umney Lounge
11. Umney Theatre
14. Linnett Room

Level 0
17. Seminar Room
19. Garden Room
5. Dining Hall
21. Garden Restaurant

Level 1
22. Music Room
26. J8

Level 2
27. Teaching Room 7
UACES will be using two rooms outside of Robinson College which are located across the road at Clare Hall. To get to these from Robinson College: Exit via the main entrance, turn right onto Grange Road and then take the first right onto Herschel Road. The **Meeting Room** is situated in the Main Site Buildings, a five minute walk from Robinson College; and the **Richard Eden Suite** is located further along Herschel road at West Court Buildings, a ten minute walk from Robinson College.
Research Session 1: Monday, 5th September, 12:00-13:30

Panel C101: New Directions in Trade Policy post-Lisbon
Venue: Umney Lounge
Chair: Astrid Boening
- Dr Angelos Dimopoulos: 'Building a New EU Policy from Scratch: The Development of EU Investment Policy'
- Dr Paul Hughes: 'EU Mergers Post-Lisbon: A Greater Role for Efficiencies?
- Dr Waltraud Schelkle: 'The Political Economy of Regulating Social Services of General Interest: A Case Study of Longevity Insurance in the EU'

Panel C103: Multilateralism in Practice: the EU, Key Partners, Key Organisations - A MERCURY Panel
Venue: Music Room
Chair: Caroline Bouchard
Discussant: Richard Whitman
- Dr Caroline Bouchard (Joint paper with Edith Drieskens): 'Why Silence is not Always Golden: The EU in Search of an Enhanced Status at the UN'
- Ms Lubica Debnarova (Joint paper with Vera Rihackova, Silvia Colombo & Luke March): 'The Neighbourhood and Comparative Modernisation '
- Prof Christopher Hill (Joint paper with Nicoletta Pirozzi): 'Towards a More Effective UN? The EU's Contribution to the Reform of the UN Security Council in the post-Lisbon Era'
- Mr Tomas Weiss (Joint paper with Ivo Slosarcik & Nona Mikheilidze): 'As Multilateral as Envisaged? Assessing European Union's Engagement in Conflict Resolution in the Neighbourhood'

Panel C104: EU and Member States - A New Balance?
Venue: Games Room
Chair: Catherine Barnard
- Prof Iris Goldner Lang: 'The Reach of EU Citizenship and Free Movement Rights: Time to Move
- Mr Filip Kuhta: 'The Balancing of the European Court of Justice in Sensitive Cases Involving National Social Policy Aims'
- Prof Sinisa Rodin: 'National Identity and Market Freedoms after the Treaty of Lisbon'

Panel C105: European Security culture(s)
Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Licinia Simão
Discussant: Geoffrey Edwards
- Dr Andre Barrinha (Joint paper with Marco Rosa): 'NATO, the EU and the Challenge of Cultural Compatibility'
- Dr Munevver Cebeci: 'Turkish and European Security Cultures in Perspective: Why Do We Need a Holistic Approach to European Security?'
- Ms Anna Maria Friis Kristensen: 'The EU - a Coherent Security Actor? (Re)production of European Security Discourse(s) in Member States'
- Mr Bruno Martins: 'Assessing EU counter-Terrorism: A Theoretical Framework of Analysis'

Panel C106: Cultures and Discourses of and in the EU: Power and Legitimacy, Enlargement and Identity
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Roberta Guerrina
- Ms Anne Bostanci: 'Identity, Legitimacy, and Discourses - the Political Significance of Mythical Narratives of and in Europe'
- Dr Marion Demossier: 'Anthropologists and the Study of the EU'
- Mr Pablo Jimenez Lobeira: 'EU Analogical Identity - Or the Ties that Link (Without Binding)'
- Prof Dimitry Kochenov: 'EU's Nouvelle Vague Federalism: The Right to Bring Your Law with You'
Research Session 1 continued…

Panel C107: Europeanization and Turkey: 'Second Generation' Research and Beyond?
Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Daniel Wunderlich  
Discussant: Ian Bache
Dr Basak Alpan: 'Europe-As-Hegemony' and Discourses in Turkey after 1999: Dialogue with the Europeanisation Literature
Mr Ali Onur Özçelik: 'The Changing Patterns of Centre-Regional Relations in the EU: The 'Euro-Fit' of Turkish Regions'
Ms Digdem Soyaltin: 'Europeanization, Norm Contestation and Domestic Compliance in Turkey: How Partisan/Political Factor Matters?'

Panel C108: Governance of Sustainability 1 - Climate Change and CSR
Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Duncan Russel
Mrs Pamela Barnes: 'Global Climate Change Politics: What Role for the EU?'
Dr Rosa María Fernández (Joint paper with Maria Fatima de la Fuente del Moral): 'Theory vs Practice in Corporate Social Responsibility: Comparative Study of the Situation across Europe'
Dr Philipp Pattberg: 'Is Carbon Disclosure Effective Climate Governance? Exploring the Role of Transparency in Global Environmental Governance'

Panel C109: The EU-Russia Policy Agenda
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Derek Averre
Dr Alla Akulshina: 'What is Modernization in the EU-Russia Dialogue?'
Dr Marina Larionova: 'Making the Most of the Partnership for Modernization'
Dr Kamil Zwolski: 'The EU, Russia and the Non-Proliferation of CBRN: Mission Accomplished?'

Panel C111: The EU as a Genuine Area of Freedom, Security and Justice? Effectively Ensuring Citizens' Rights
Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Henri de Waele
Mr Benjamin Bruce: 'The Role of the EU in Immigrant Integration: Ensuring Rights and Promoting Diversity, But To What Extent?'
Prof Henri de Waele: 'Ensuring EU Member State Compliance with European Rules and Principles - The Alternatives to Top-Down Enforcement'
Dr Tony Marguery: 'The New EU Fundamental Rights Charter and its Relation to European Criminal Law: Illusion or Reality?'
Dr Olivier Vonk: 'EU Migration Law and Dual Nationality: The Paradoxes Governing Mobility in Europe'

Panel C112: The EU and Africa and Security: A Winning Coalition?
Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Malte Brosig
Dr Malte Brosig: 'Boon or Bane of Inter-Regionalism? The African Union and European Union and the Crisis in Libya'
Prof Tony Chafer (Joint paper with Gordon Cumming): 'Anglo-French Cooperation in Africa: Bypassing or Bolstering the EU?'
Mr Johannes Muntschick: 'Picky Regional Security Integration in the Southern African Development Community (SADC): The Long Shadows of the Table Mountain and the Alps'
Ms Eva Strickmann: 'A Long and Winding Road: EU-Africa Cooperation in Peace and Security'
Research Session 2: Monday, 5th September, 14:30-16:00

Panel C201: (Innovative) Uses of Regulation
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Markus Gehring
  - Prof Catherine Barnard: 'Procurement Law to Enforce Labour Standards'
  - Ms Dora Gudmundsdottir: 'Union Citizenship and the Regulation of Free Movement and Residence'
  - Miss Amy Ludlow: 'Competitive Tendering in the Public Sector: How does TUPE 2006 Work in Practice?'
  - Ms Eva Nanopoulos: 'The New 'Economic Sanction': Problems Raised by the Distorted Evolution of Regulatory Power'

Panel C203: EU External Policy and International Affairs I
Venue: Music Room
Chair: Hylke Dijkstra
  - Dr Giovanna Bono: 'The European Union and the Wars in Darfur: A Bystander with No Clout?'
  - Prof Dr Joachim Koops: 'The European Union as an Inter-Organizational Security Actor: Doing More Harm than Good?'
  - Ms Fiona O'Gorman: 'Comparing EU and US Foreign Policy on the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Competition or Cooperation?'

Panel C204: National legislative-executive relations in EU Multi-level Governance
Venue: Games Room
Chair: Anna Herranz-Surrallés
  - Dr Rik de Ruiter: 'A Renewal of Vows? Old and New Modes of Governance, National Parliaments and the European Union'
  - Ms Viera Knutelská: 'Executive Coordination of European Affairs in New Member States: Impacts of the Presidency Role'

Panel C205: A New Generation? The Evolution of European Security Forces
Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Sven Biscop
  - Dr John Deni: 'Singing from the Same Sheet of Music: The American Role in European Defense Reform'
  - Dr David Galbreath: 'The Drivers of European Strategic Reform in the Face of Economic Crisis and Changing Warfare'
  - Mr Tomas Weiss: 'Fighting Wars or Controlling Crowds? The Reform of the Czech Military Forces and the Internal-External Security Nexus'

Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Albrecht Sonntag
  - Ms Anne Bostanci: 'Are Individualism, Consumerism and Corporatism Key Ingredients of European Identity? - Some Lessons Learnt from a Critical Semiotic Analysis of the Commission's Publicity Brochures'
  - Dr Elisabeth Kuebler: 'European Politics of Remembrance: Between Normative Exercise and Democratisation'

Research Session 2 continued…

Panel C207: Assessing the EU's Impact on Domestic Change in the Eastern Neighbourhood: Re-defining the Research Agenda

Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Elena Korosteleva-Polglase
  - Dr Laure Delcour: 'The EU's Impact in the Eastern Neighbourhood: Defining the Research Agenda'
  - Dr Klaudijus Maniokas: 'Promoting Domestic Change in the EU Neighbourhood: Administrative Capacity, Hard Power and Legitimacy'
  - Dr Kataryna Wolczuk (Joint paper with Rilka Dragneva): 'EU Law Export to Eastern Neighbours and Challenges of Low Receptivity'

Panel C208: Governance of Sustainability 2 - Energy

Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Thomas Hörber
  - Dr David Benson (Joint paper with Duncan Russel): 'Green Budgeting: Explaining Institutional Adaptation and Change'
  - Dr Jenny Fairbrass: 'Climate Change and Public Policy: Policy Actors and Modes of Governance'
  - Dr Rosa María Fernández: 'The Importance of a Stable Regulatory Framework for the Energy Sector to Contribute to Emissions Reduction and Sustainable Development'

Panel C209: EU Relations with the Neighbourhood I: the Mediterranean

Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Daniel Wunderlich
  - Dr Astrid Boening: 'The EU's Policy towards its Southern Neighborhood Evaluated from the Perspective of Tunisia's Jasmine Revolution and the Balance of Power in the Euro-Mediterranean Region'
  - Prof José Magone: 'The Tunisian Revolution and the Union for the Mediterranean: The Beginning of a New Wave of Democratization in the Arab World?'
  - Ms Benedetta Voltolini: 'Who Influences EU Foreign Policy towards Israel and the Palestinians? A Profile of Non-State Actors and Pathways to Influence'

Panel C212: The 'New Scramble for Africa': Consequences for European policies and African development

Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Mark Furness
Discussant: Maurizio Carbone
  - Dr Stefan Gänzle (Joint paper with Erik Lundsgaarde): 'US Foreign Policy toward Africa in the New Millennium'
  - Ms Simone Görtz (Joint paper with San Bilal and Francesco Rampa): 'Emerging Economies in Africa and the Development Effectiveness Debate'
  - Dr Sven Grimm (Joint paper with Christine Hackenesch): 'China in Africa: Challenges for the EU as an Actor in African Development'
Research Session 3: Monday, 5th September, 16:30-18:00

Panel C301: The Role of Europe in Reforming the International Monetary System
Venue: Music Room
Chair: Marta Golonka
Dr Scott James (Joint paper with Paul Copeland): 'From Lisbon Strategy to Europe 2020: The Impact of the Financial Crisis on the Discourse of Economic Reform'
Mr Miguel Otero-Iglesias: 'Sino-French Cooperation in Ending the Dominance of the Dollar: Is the 'Exorbitant Privilege' of the US under Threat?'
Prof John Ryan: 'The Decline of the Dollar: The Loss of the Exorbitant Privilege'

Panel C302: EU Constitutional Processes and the Member States
Venue: Linnett Room
Chair: Michael Shackleton
Mrs Anna Hyvarinen: 'How does Finland Participate in EU Law-Making? Two Examples of Domestic Position-Formation and Influence in the Negotiations'
Mr Davor Jancic: 'National Parliaments in the European Constitutional Order: Political Accountability Beyond Borders?'
Mr Nicolas Leron: 'The Constitutional Governance of Supreme Courts in the EU'

Panel C303: Wanted: Strategic Partners - Apply C. Ashton
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Geoffrey Edwards
Prof Dr Sven Biscop: 'From Lisbon to Lisbon: Another Round in the EU-NATO Debate'
Mr Thomas Renard: 'EU and the Strategic Partnerships: Searching for a Strategic Meaning'
Dr Luis Simón Navarro: 'Offshore Power Europe: Buffering Eurasia to Balance East Asia'

Panel C304: National Judiciaries, EU Law and the Theories of Legal Integration: In Search for Mid-range Hypotheses
Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Elaine Mak
Dr Elaine Mak: 'The Integrative Function of National Highest Courts in Europe'
Mr Juan A Mayoral: 'EU Law In Play: Explaining High Court's Decisions on EU Law'

Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Fabienne Bossuyt, Discussant: Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen
Dr Carmen Gebhard: 'The EU as a Global Crisis Manager - From Comprehensive Presence to Comprehensive Actorness'
Dr Aris Georgopoulos: 'Two Paths to European Defence Market Integration'
Ms Svenja Post: 'Towards a Whole-of-Europe Approach - The EU’s and Member States' Comprehensive Approach'
Research Session 3 continued...

Panel C306: Considering the EU's Normative/Ethical External Power
Venue: Umney Lounge
Chair: Joachim A. Koops
   Dr Apostolos Aagnostopoulos (Joint paper with Brenda Daly & Noelle Higgins ): 'The EU's Normative Power and Track II Diplomacy: The Cases of Cyprus and Georgia'
   Dr Toni Haastrup: 'Beyond the Common Position: Evaluating Persistent Challenges to the EU's External Role'
   Dr Mark Langan: 'EU Budget Support to ACP Countries under the Cotonou Agreement: From Colonialism to Neo-Colonialism, and Back Again?'

Panel C307: Europeanization, Democracy and State-Building in the Western Balkans
Venue: Teaching Room 7
Chair: Soeren Keil   Discussant: Bernhard Stahl
   Dr Jelena Dzankic: 'Cutting the Mists of the Black Mountain: the Function of Cleavages in Montenegro's Divide over Statehood and Identity'
   Miss Outi Keranen: 'Negotiating the State: Contesting Statebuilding in Post-Conflict Bosnia'
   Mr Gezim Krasniqi: 'The Role of Minorities and External Actors in the Process of Democratisation and State-Building in Albania and Kosovo: A Comparison'
   Dr Marija Risteska: 'The Role of EU in Promoting Good Governance: The Case of Macedonia'

Panel C308: Delivering European Leadership on Energy and Climate Change? The Role of National and Supranational Actors
Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Markus Gehring
   Mr Pierre Bocquillon: 'Negotiating the 'Energy-Climate Package': The Strategic Construction of the Urgency of Climate Change?'
   Ms Katrin Buchmann: 'Intra-EU Climate Diplomacy'
   Mr Iulii Selianko: 'Successful Securitization of the EU Energy Policy: a New Theoretical Perspective on Intra-Institutional Coherence'
   Dr Julie Smith: 'Setting the Environmental Agenda in Europe'

Panel C309: Member States' Bilateral Relations with Russia and the Impact on the EU
Venue: Games Room
Chair: Fraser Cameron
   Prof Martin Dangerfield: 'Visegrad Group Cooperation and Russia '
   Ms Jackie Gower (Joint paper with Maxine David): 'Bilateral Relations and the EU: The Russian Mr Cristian Nitoiu: 'Cooperation through a Common Framework of Bilateral Relations'

Panel C310: New Modes of Governance in the EU and Evolving Policy Areas
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Gijs Jan Brandsma
   Mr Filippo Addarii: 'The European Agenda for Social Innovation: An Opportunity for a New Mission for Europe or Just Social Marketing?'
   Prof Robert Harmsen (Joint paper with Gangolf Braband): 'The Bologna Process and New Modes of Governance: Actor Strategies and Dynamics of Europeanisation'
   Dr Katerina Serafeim: 'Enhancing Europe's Cultural Identity: The New EU Policies for Culture and Audiovisual Media'

Panel C311: Freedom, Security and Justice
Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Claudia Engelmann
   Dr Massimo Fichera: 'Interpreting Freedom, Security and Justice in the Treaty of Lisbon'
   Dr Ester Herlin-Karnell: 'The Constitutionalization of the AFSJ'
   Dr Luisa Marin (Joint paper with Giuseppe Martinico): 'The Constitutional Litigation on the European Arrest Warrant as an Exercise of Competitive Pluralism?'
   Dr Peter Slominski: 'Legalisation and Judicialisation of Justice and Home Affairs: How Important is it for Strengthening Refugee Protection?'
Research Session 3 continued…

Panel C312: EU development policy to 2020: increasing effectiveness in a new institutional setting

Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Christine Hackenesch  
Discussant: Sven Grimm

Prof Dr Steven Blockmans: 'Aiming for Consistency in EU External Assistance towards Neighbouring Countries: Legal and Bureaucratic Constraints'
Dr Mark Furness: 'Managing Security and Development Policy Linkages in Fragile States: The Role of the EU Delegations'
Ms Svea Koch: 'Financing EU Development Cooperation'
Ms Jeske van Seters: 'The Impact of the European External Action Service (EEAS) on EU Development Cooperation'
Research Session 4: Tuesday, 6th September, 09:00-10:30

Panel C401: Post-Crisis Financial Measures and Policy-Making in the EU
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Alina Christova
Dr Shawn Donnelly: 'The Regimes of European Financial Market Regulation'
Prof Dr Tatiana Houbenova-Delissivkova: 'The Role of Fiscal Adjustment of the New EU Member States for the EMU Entry: The Tax Reforms at National Level and the EU Governance Reform'
Mr Stijn Verhelst: 'Renewed Financial Supervision in Europe - Final or Transitory?'

Panel C402: Decision-making Processes and Principles in the EU
Venue: Umney Lounge
Chair: Christine Reh
Ms Egle Dagilyte: "Karma Chameleon' or Is There a New General Principle of Solidarity after the Lisbon Treaty in EU Law?"
Dr Heike Klüver: 'Decision-Making Speed in the European Union: Explaining Duration of Policy-Making'
Dr Ellen Mastenbroek: 'A Balancing Act: Dealing with Role Conflict in Systems of Multi-Level Governance'
Dr Guido Tiemann (Joint paper with Monika Bartkowska): 'The Economy and the Vote in Elections to the European Parliament'

Panel C403: EU External Policy and International Affairs II
Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Tony Chafer
Dr Maria Garcia: 'Competitive Fears and Balance of Power: The EU and Free Trade Agreements in the Asia Pacific'
Ms Shaira Kadir: "Partners' in Development: Constructing the Relationship between the EU and India'
Mr Gjovalin Macaj: 'More United, Less Credible: The Adverse Effects of the EU's External Coherence on the Promotion of Human Rights in the UN Human Rights Council'
Mr Antonio Raimundo: 'Resisting Europeanisation? Portugal's Post-Colonial Relations in Sub-Saharan Africa'

Panel C404: The Europeanization of Political Behaviour on the Island of Ireland
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Ariella Huff
Dr Bernadette Connaughton: 'Are Great Expectations in Brussels Dashed in Dublin?'
Europeanization, Implementation Models and Environmental Policy in Ireland'
Dr Dermot Hodson (Joint paper with Imelda Maher): 'The EU Sovereignty Bill: Competence Incompetence '
Dr Mary Murphy (Joint paper with Katy Hayward): 'British/Irish Bi-National Party Organisation: Exposing the Limits to Europeanization'

Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Carmen Gebhard
Discussant: Raphael Bossong
Mr Giovanni Faleg: 'Evolution Through Learning? The Emergence of Security Sector Reform (SSR) in European Security Cooperation'
Dr Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen: 'Learning from Failure or Failing to Learn: Making Sense of the EU's Operations'
Mr Stephen Rozee: 'The EU as a Comprehensive Police Actor'
Panel C406: The Rise of Euroscepticism: Beyond the Party System and into Civil Society

Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Simon Usherwood

Mr John FitzGibbon: 'Civil Society Based Eurosceptic Social Movements: A Comparative Analysis between Denmark, Estonia, Ireland and the UK'
Dr Simona Guerra: 'Say a Little Prayer: Faith-Based Organisations in Brussels and the EU'
Mr Marko Stojic: 'From Deep-Seated Animosity to Principal Disagreement: A Comparative Analysis of Party-Based Euroscepticism in Serbia'

Panel C407: The EU, Gender and Minorities

Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Roberta Guerrina

Ms Banu Burns: 'The 'Idea of Europe' and the Development of Minority Protection in Europe: Path Dependence in Western European Treatment of Minority Issues?'
Dr Maxine David (Joint paper with Roberta Guerrina): 'Gender and European External Relations: Dominant Discourses and Unintended Consequences of Gender Mainstreaming'
Mr Egor Fedotov: 'Ethnic Politics and International Pressure in Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine and Austria: The Contested Norm of Bilingualism'

Panel C409: 20 Years on from the Collapse of the Soviet Union: Prospects and Opportunities for EU Conflict Management in the Post-Soviet Space

Venue: Games Room
Chair: Richard Whitman
Discussant: Stefan Wolff

Dr Diego Checa Hidalgo: 'Stabilization of Short Frozen Conflict: The EU Conflict Management Approaches in Georgia and Macedonia'
Dr Luciana Alexandra Ghica: 'Bridging the Cassandra Syndrome after the EU Accession? East Central European Regionalism Facing the post-Soviet Conflicts'
Dr Claire Gordon: 'ENP and the Eastern Partnership: How Far Do They Constitute an Effective Conflict Management Strategy in the EU's Eastern Neighbourhood?'
Prof Stefan Wolff: 'A Resolvable Frozen Conflict?'

Panel C411: The EU's Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ): Asylum and Migration after Stockholm and Lisbon I

Venue: Music Room
Chair: Paul James Cardwell

Dr Alex Balch: 'Whither a European Politics of Hospitality? Immigration, Mobility and Integration in the Enlarged EU'
Mr Raúl Hernández i Sagrera: 'EU Visa Policy towards Russia and the Eastern Partnership Countries: Promoting the Adoption of International Norms and Standards?'
Dr Sarah Léonard (Joint paper with Christian Kaunert): 'The European Union and External Border Controls in the post-Lisbon Era: 'Venue-shopping' in Different Directions'
Dr Eiko Thielemann (Joint paper with Nadine El-Enany): 'Common Laws, Diverse Outcomes: Can EU Solidarity Initiatives Lead to More Equitable and Effective Refugee Protection?'

Panel C412: Coherence of EU External Relations after Lisbon

Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Julie Smith
Discussant: Michael H Smith

Mr Salvatore Finamore: 'Strategy and Coherence in European Foreign Policy: The Case of EU-China Relations'
Dr Sabina Kajnč (Joint paper with Mark Rhinard): 'The New Leadership Architecture under Lisbon'
Ms Anne-Claire Marangoni: 'From the High Representative for the CFSP to the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy: Enhancing the Coherence of the EU's External Relations'
Dr Karolina Pomorska: 'Coherence and Esprit de Corps in the European External Action Service'
Research Session 5: Tuesday, 6th September, 13:30-15:00

Panel C501: Policy Responses in the EU Single Market in the Wake of the Global Economic Crisis

Venue: Music Room
Chair: Bela Galgoczi

Dr Stefan Auer: 'German, Slovak and Irish Responses to the Eurozone Crisis and the Limits of Transnational Solidarity'

Dr Christian Schweiger: 'From De-regulation to Re-regulation? The Revision of the EU Single Market Policy Framework'

Mr Enrico Tortolano (Joint paper with John Medhurst): 'The EU: Is a People's Europe Still Possible?'

Prof Dr Brigitte Young (Joint paper with Willi Semmler): 'The European Sovereign Debt Crisis: Is Germany to Blame?'

Panel C502: Future Directions of European Integration

Venue: Umney Lounge
Chair: Michael Shackleton

Dr David Phinnemore: 'Treaty Change after Lisbon: Is there No End in Sight?'

Dr Christine Reh: 'European Integration as Compromise: Concessions, Recognition and the Limits of Cooperation'

Ms Nicole Scicluna: 'Qualifying Legal Supranationalism: The Relationship between European and National Legal Orders after the Lisbon Treaty'

Panel C503: EU External Policy and International Affairs III

Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Sven Biscop

Dr Petar Petrov (Joint paper with Laura Chappell): 'The EU's Crisis Management Operations: Strategic Culture in Action?'

Prof Michael H Smith: 'The EU, the US and China: Strategic Engagement, Political Commitment and Diplomatic Interaction in Multilateral Fora'

Prof Wolfgang Wagner: 'Confrontation or Accommodation? European Policies towards 'Rogue

Panel C505: The Common Security and Defence Policy I – Impacts on European governance

Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Geoffrey Edwards

Mr Hylke Dijkstra: 'The Influence of the EU Council Secretariat in Security and Defence Policy'

Dr Elke Krahmann: 'Private Military and Security Companies and CSDP: More Than Just an

Dr Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen: 'Towards an EU Security Governance Research Programme'

Mr Bjoern Seibert: 'From Brussels to Berlin - A One-Way Street?'


Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Monica Claes

Dr Martje de Visser: 'Constitutional Expectations and the Functioning of the European Court of Justice'

Ms Viorelia Gasca: 'European Citizenship as an Important EU Principle and its Role in Re-Addressing Constitutional Meaning of Nationality (Laws) of Member States'

Dr Lars Hoffmann: 'The Decline of the Legislature? Comparing Legislative Procedures in Ten EU Member States'

Dr Nikos Skoutaris: 'The Transnationalization of the Federal Principle in Europe'
Research Session 5 continued…

**Panel C507: Civil Society and EU Enlargement**

**Venue:** Linnett Room  
**Chair:** Julie Smith  
- Dr Rana Izci (Joint paper with Zeynep Ince): 'Europeanisation of Interest Perception in Turkey: The Case of NGOs'  
- Mr Markus Ketola: 'Lost in Translation: Turkish NGOs and the Uncertain Outcomes of EU Civil Society Policy'  
- Dr Magdalena Sapala: 'Lobbying on the EU arena - the Polish Business Perspective'


**Venue:** Auditorium Lounge  
**Chair:** Thomas Hörber  
- Ms Maria Chen: 'Negotiating Wine at the European Economic Community: 1967-1970'  
- Dr Carine Germond: 'Obstacles to Reform? Farm Interest Groups and the Common Agricultural Policy'  

**Panel C509: The EU's Eastern Neighbourhood: Torn between Moscow and Brussels?**

**Venue:** Clare Hall - Meeting Room  
**Chair:** Jackie Gower  
**Discussant:** Elena Korosteleva-Polglase  
- Ms Erin Baumann: 'Between Politics and a Hard Place: Institutional Structure, Influence and post-Soviet Moldovan Foreign Policy - the EU Case'  
- Dr Giselle Bosse: 'Belarus after the 2010 Presidential Elections: Comparing Reactions from Brussels and Moscow'  
- Ms Canan Ezel Tabur: 'The External Dimension of the EU's Immigration Policy towards the Eastern Neighbourhood: Policy Preferences and Policy Strategies'

**Panel C510: Sub-national Actors and Agencies: Policies and Processes**

**Venue:** Games Room  
**Chair:** Jose Magone  
- Dr Klaus Detterbeck (Joint paper with Wolfgang Renzsch): 'Small Regions in the European Union: Mobilizing with Limited Resources'  
- Ms Anna-Lena Hogenauer: 'Multi-Level Interactions in EU Policy-Making - Challenging the Central State?'  
- Mr Adam Trusner: 'Regional Policy and the Purposes of the Common Market: 1963 - 1975 Reconsidered'

**Panel C511: The EU's Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ): asylum and migration after Stockholm and Lisbon 2**

**Venue:** Auditorium  
**Chair:** Christian Kaunert  
- Dr Diego Acosta: 'Irregular Migration Management: European Union's Influence on MERCOSUR and South American Countries'  
- Dr Paul James Cardwell: 'New modes of governance in EU migration policy'  
- Mr Mogens Hobolth: 'Implementing Europe's Visa Policy: Travel, Trade and Migration Fears'  
- Dr Daniel Wunderlich: 'The Limits of EU External Governance: Implementing EU External Migration Policy'
Research Session 5 continued...

Panel C512: The EU and Regional Organisations
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Luciana Ghica

- Dr Valentina Kostadinova: 'The Relationship with the GCC - an Effective Tool for Promotion of EU Regionalism?'
- Ms Eva Strickmann (Joint paper with Claudia Major): 'Prospects for EU-UN-AU Cooperation in Crisis Management: the Case of Somalia'
- Dr Reuben Wong: 'Model Power? The EU's Influence on ASEAN's Charter and Institutional Development'
Research Session 6: Tuesday, 6th September, 15:30-17:00

Panel C601: Public Interest in European Investment Law and Policy
Venue: Umney Lounge
Chair: Paul Hughes
- Dr Markus Gehring: 'Public Interest in European Union Investment Law'
- Mr Avidan Kent: 'Future EU Investment Policy and the Climate Change Challenge'
- Ms Rumiana Yotova: 'The New EU Competence in Foreign Direct Investment: Challenges and Opportunities'

Panel C602: The EEAS and the EU's Periphery
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Ariella Huff
- Dr Apostolos Agnantopoulos: 'The European External Action Service and Greek Foreign Policy: A Preliminary Assessment'
- Dr Karen Devine: 'Small States and the [Social] Construction of the EEAS: The Case of Ireland'
- Dr Frands Pedersen: 'Too Good to be True: the EEAS and the Nordic Members of the Awkward Squad'

Panel C603: EU External Policy at the Crossroads: The Challenge of Actorness and Effectiveness
Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Arne Niemann
Discussant: Geoffrey Edwards
- Prof Maurizio Carbone: 'Who Really Wants Coordination? The Politics of Aid in EU-Africa Relations'
- Ms Lisanne Groen (Joint paper with Arne Niemann): 'The European Union at the Copenhagen Climate Negotiations: A Case of Contested EU Actorness and Effectiveness'
- Dr Mark Rhinard (Joint paper with Erik Brattberg): 'The Elusive Quest for 'Actorness': Comparing EU and US Responses to the Haiti Disaster'
- Prof Richard Whitman: 'European Foreign Policy in the Interregnum: Critical Perspective post-Lisbon'

Panel C604: Leading Europe
Venue: Music Room
Chair: William Paterson
- Dr Amelia Hadfield: 'Entrepreneur, Reformer or Bully? The European Commission's Adventures in Energy Policy'
- Dr Manja Klemencic: 'Strategic Relationships of Small States in the European Union'
- Dr Julie Smith: 'From Marriage to Promiscuity: Inter-Governmental Cooperation in the Enlarged EU'

Panel C605: European Space Policy - Institutions and Direction
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Thomas Hörber
- Mr Martin Caudron: 'Galileo After the PPP: Still a Challenge for the EU'
- Prof Thomas Hörber: 'World War II is Over'
- Dr Emmanuel Sigalas: 'EU Space Policy and the Role of the European Parliament'
- Dr Paul Stephenson: 'Lost in Space: The Challenges of Implementing EU Satellite Navigation'
Research Session 6 continued...

**Panel C607: Assessing Accession - Central and Eastern Europe in the EU 1: Citizenship and Rights**

*Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite*

*Chair: Eamonn Butler*

- Dr Timofey Agarin: 'Local versus European? Issues on Agendas of the Ethnic Minority NGOs in Five European States'
- Dr Maria Decheva: 'European Citizens in the Post-Lisbon EU from CEE Perspective'
- Mr Andras Keil: 'European Values and Youth in Hungary'
- Asst Prof Nadezda Siskova: 'The Application of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU in the Intention of Protocol No 30 to Lisbon Treaty - the View from the Czech Republic'

**Panel C608: The EU, Energy and Environment**

*Venue: Auditorium Lounge*

*Chair: Pamela Barnes*

- Mr Andrzej Ancygier: "Inverted' Principal-Agent as a New Tool to Explain the Implementation of the European Renewable Energy Policy'
- Ms Esengul Ayaz: 'EU-Turkey Energy Relations: Is Turkey Important for European Energy'
- Mr Tomas Maltby: 'A New Member State's Response to EU Energy Security Developments: The Case of Poland'

**Panel C609: Assessing EU relations with the Eastern neighbourhood I**

*Venue: Garden Room*

*Chair: Michal Natorski  
Discussant: Elena Korosteleva-Polglase*

- Dr Laure Delcour: 'Mapping and Explaining the EU's Influence in Georgia'
- Mrs Viktoriya Khasson: 'Networking in the Eastern EU Neighbourhood: The Case of Cross-Border Cooperation'
- Prof Licinia Simão: 'Assessing EU Regional Approaches to the South Caucasus'
- Dr Natalia Timus: 'The Europeanization of Electoral Laws in the East European Neighbourhood'

**Panel C610: The EU and Democratic Principles**

*Venue: Games Room*

*Chair: Egle Dagilyte*

- Mr Patrick Bijsmans: 'EU Affairs in the Public Sphere: A Cautiously Optimistic Assessment'
- Mr Panos Stasinopoulos: 'The ECJ's Efforts to Bridge the Democracy Deficit in the Context of Free Movement through the Lens of the Union Citizenship'
- Dr Oana Andreea Stefan (Joint paper with Alberto Alemanno): 'Transparency at the Court of Justice of the European Union'

**Panel C611: The EU's Area of Freedom, Security and Justice (AFSJ): criminal justice and counter-terrorism after Stockholm and Lisbon**

*Venue: Auditorium*

*Chair: Sarah Léonard*

- Ms Briony Callander: 'Aviation Security and Counter-Terrorism in the EU'
- Dr Christian Kaunert (Joint paper with Sarah Leonard): 'Normative Power Europe and EU Combating the Financing of Terrorism: Multilateralism versus Human Rights'
Research Session 7: Wednesday, 7th September, 09:00-10:30

Panel C702: 'Inside the EU institutions': exploring power and influence I

Venue: Garden Room

Chair: Amy Busby
Discussant: Maja Kluger Rasmussen

Dr Gijs Jan Brandsma: 'The Effect of Interinstitutional Transparency Rules beyond the Treaties'
Mr Vihar Georgiev: 'Too Much Executive Power? Delegated Lawmaking and Comitology in Perspective'

Panel C704: Theoretical Perspectives on Euroscepticism as a Persistent Phenomenon

Venue: Umney Theatre

Chair: Sofia Vasilopoulou

Dr Petr Kaniok: 'Why does Euroscepticism Cause so many Problems?'
Dr Albrecht Sonntag: 'Perceived Contempt: Collective Feelings of Humiliation as Drivers of Euroscepticism'
Dr Simon Usherwood (Joint paper with Nick Startin): 'Theoretical Perspectives on Euroscepticism as a Persistent Phenomenon'


Venue: Junior Common Room

Chair: Carmen Gebhard
Discussant: Giovanni Faleg

Dr Raphael Bossong: 'The EU's Comprehensive Counterterrorism Policy - An Elusive Response to an Elusive Threat'
Dr Fabienne Bossuyt (Joint paper with Lotte Drieghe & Jan Orbie): 'EU Trade Policy and the European Security Strategy: Security Through Trade or Back to Business?'
Dr Daniel Wunderlich: 'Security-Driven by Default? Ambiguity and Conflict in the Implementation of EU External Migration Policy'

Panel C706: Ideas on Identity and Europeanisation

Venue: Music Room

Chair: F. Peter Wagner

Prof Dr Cigdem Nas: 'Europeanization and Identity: The Case of Turkey'
Mr Kadri Kaan Renda: 'Strategies of Turkish Political Elites during the Accession Negotiations: Conformity or Deviance?'
Prof Alex Warleigh-Lack (Joint paper with Baogang He & Philomena Murray): 'Awkward States and Regional Organisations: The UK and Australia Compared'

Panel C707: Assessing Accession - Central and Eastern Europe in the EU 2: Institutional Developments

Venue: Games Room

Chair: Eamonn Butler

Dr Tatiana Bajuk Sencar: 'Visions of Integration: An Anthropological Study of the First Generation of Slovenian Eurocrats'
Mr Aidan Stradling: 'Regions Making EU Policy - Accession Assessed'
Dr Jeffrey David Turk: 'The Slovene Presidency and EU Environmental Policy Impact: Using Narratives for Social Science'
Research Session 7 continued...

Panel C708: The EU, Climate Change and Agriculture

Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Jenny Fairbrass

Dr Emanuela Bozzini: 'The Common Agricultural Policy in the Climate Change Era'
Miss Vanessa Constant Laforce: 'The EU Agricultural Policy and Developing Countries: Lessons from the Past and Future Directions'
Prof Robert Ladrech: 'Social Democratic Parties and the Politics of Climate Change'
Mr Ronny Patz: 'Information Flows in the Context of the EU Common Fisheries Policy Reform - A Network Perspective'

Panel C709: EU-Russia Energy Relations

Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Licinia Simão
Discussant: Jackie Gower

Dr Amelia Hadfield (Joint paper with Adnan Amkhan): 'The Russians are ....Going? The Impact of Russian Withdrawal from the ECT on EU-Russia Relations'
Dr Tatiana Romanova: 'Towards a New Theory of Legal Approximation between the EU and a Third Country: The Cases of EU-Russian Cooperation in Energy and Nanotechnology'
Ms Carol Weaver (Joint paper with Mukhtar Hajizada): 'A Proposal for the Democratisation of the BSEC Parliamentary Assembly with its Implications for Conflict-Resolution and Energy Cooperation'

Panel C711: Is what is said ever what is done? Migration and Integration Policymaking

Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Julie Smith
Discussant: Dora Kostakopoulou

Prof Ian Barnes (Joint paper with Cristina Cherino): 'The Role of Circular Migration and Mobility Partnerships - Integrating Legal Migration Opportunities into the Union's External Policies'
Ms Elif Cetin: 'The Politics of Immigration Control in Europe: Rhetoric and Practice'
Ms Niamh McMahon: 'The Uses of Best Practices in Immigrant Integration Policy'
Dr Sara Silvestri: 'From Controlling Migration to Preventing Terrorism and How Religion can be a Tool of Integration: Idiosyncrasies of Policy Making'

Panel C712: The EU, Defence and Military Cooperation

Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Laura Chappell

Ms Anna Herranz-Surrallés: 'The EU’s Multilevel Parliamentary (Battle)field: Explaining the Dynamics of Interparliamentary Cooperation and Conflict in the Area of CFSP/CSDP'
Mr Bruno Martins: 'Reciprocity in Global Security Governance: EU and UN Mutual Influences over counter-Terrorism Measures'
Dr Jocelyn Mawdsley (Joint paper with Ronja Kempin): 'Changing Security Identities?: A Comparative Analysis of British, French and German Security Identities after 10 Years of CSDP'
Research Session 8: Wednesday, 7th September, 11:00-12:30

Panel C801: Alternatives to the EU model?
Venue: Linnett Room
Chair: Alex Warleigh-Lack
- Prof Ian Bache: 'Beyond GDP: an Idea whose Time Has Come?'
- Mr Gautier Busschaert: 'European Economic Law: a Missing Link in the Debate on the Democratic Legitimacy of the EU?'
- Dr Paolo Graziano: 'Consumer Interests between Europeanization and Domestic Traditions: Italy in Comparative Perspective'

Panel C802: 'Inside the EU Institutions': Exploring Power and Influence II
Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Ariadna Ripoll Servent
Discussant: Maja Kluger Rasmussen
- Dr Tatiana Bajuk Sencar (Joint paper with Jeffrey David Turk): 'Exploring the Slovenian Presidency: Re-Evaluating the Role of 'National' Eurocrats within the EU Institutions'
- Ms Amy Busby: 'Secretaries, Researchers and Analysts: The Role of Assistants and Stagiaires in the European Parliament'
- Mr Sandrino Smeets: 'Inventing a Race in which All Must Have Prizes - Or How to be an Effective Negotiator in the EU's Council of Ministers?'

Panel C803: Promoting EU's Multilateralism in the World: Limits and Potential of Strategy
Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Sven Biscop
- Dr Irene Kögl: 'From Biregionalism to Selective Bilateralism? The EU-Latin America Relations'
- Ms Carolina Pavese: 'The European Union and Brazil: Promoting Multilateralism Together? A Comparative Analysis of Two Different Approaches to Multilateral Cooperation'
- Ms Manuela Scheuermann: 'For Better or Worse? The Perception of Multilateralism in the EU and the UN'

Panel C804: Euroscepticism on the Edge of the Union: The Outsiders Coming in
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: Simon Usherwood
- Ms Doreen Allerkamp: 'Euroscepticism in Britain: Still the Odd One Out?'
- Prof Ilaria Poggiolini: 'Euroscepticism and Enlargement: the Odd Couple'
- Ms Marianne Sundlåseth Skinner: 'The Struggle for Independence: the Key Ingredient in Norwegian Euroscepticism'

Panel C805: The Common Security and Defence Policy II – Exploring the Civilian Dimension
Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Geoffrey Edwards
- Dr Munever Cebeci: 'The Interplay between EU Conditionality and Internal Transformation: Redefining Security in Turkey'
- Mr Hubertus Juergenliemk: 'The Remaining Conundrum for European Security Governance: Solutions to Domestic Challenges of Creating Civilian Crisis Capabilities'
- Dr Alexander Mattelaer (Joint paper with Alina Christova): 'In Between Improvisation and Doctrine: Planning EU Civilian Crisis Management Operations'
Research Session 8 continued…

Panel C806: Comparative Interest Group Research in the EU – Theory and Methodology
Venue: Music Room
Chair: Beate Kohler-Koch
Discussant: Irina Tanasescu
Ms Ulrike Hoffmann: ‘Is Resource Dependence an Appropriate Framework to Describe the Influence of pro-Migrant Groups on EU Policy-Makers?’
Prof Dr Beate Kohler-Koch (Joint paper with Christine Quittkat): ‘Explaining Convergence and Variations in EU Lobbying’
Dr Urszula Kurczewska: ‘Polish Business Interest Associations as a Lobbying Force at the National and EU Level’

Venue: Games Room
Chair: Eamonn Butler
Dr Marcin Dabrowski: ‘The Impact of EU Cohesion Policy on the Policy Practices of Sub-National Authorities in Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic: Shallow or Deep Change?’
Mrs Dessislava Hristova: ‘The Principle of Partnership in Programming the EU Funds and the Extent of Compliance in Bulgaria’
Ms Tina Schivatcheva: ‘Bulgaria's EU accession and the Axiologies of the Political Imaginary’
Dr Alexandra Schwell: ‘Return from Europe? Constructing Postsocialism in Polish State Bureaucracies’

Panel C809: Assessing EU relations with the Eastern neighbourhood II
Venue: Auditorium
Chair: Licinia Simão
Discussant: Graham Timmins
Dr Giselle Bosse: ’Just Walk Beside Me and Be My Friend’: Does the EaP Work Better through Partnership-Building?’
Mr Mukhtar Hajizada (Joint paper with Florent Marciacq): ’New Regionalism in Europe's Wider Black Sea Region: Measuring and Comparing Intra- and Interregional Patterns of Trade Regionalization’
Mr Raül Hernández i Sagrera (Joint paper with Oleg Korneev): ’Bringing EU migration Cooperation to the Eastern Neighbourhood: Convergence beyond the Acquis Communautaire?’
Dr Michal Natorski: ’Different Meanings of EU's Assistance on Ukraine's Normative Convergence with the EU’

Panel C810: The Governance of EU Education and Research Policy
Venue: Auditorium Lounge
Chair: Marina Larionova
Prof Paul Furlong: ’The Bologna Process: Informal Governance in the Wider Europe’
Dr Lorna Ryan: ’The European Research Area: Governance issues and ERICs’

Panel C811: Integration & Cross-border Dynamics
Venue: Clare Hall - Meeting Room
Chair: Jose Magone
Ms Claudia Engelmann: ’Harmonization by Default - The Development of Safe Country of Origin Policies in EU Member States’
Dr Patricia Garcia-Duran (Joint paper with Toni Mora & Montserrat Millet): ’Measuring the Impact of EU's Support to Cross-Border Regional Cooperation’
Miss Natasja Reslow: ’The External Dimension of EU Justice and Home Affairs: The Role of Third Countries in EU Migration Policy’
Mr Jason Xidias: ’Post-Colonial Immigration and Integration in Britain, France and Spain’
Research Session 8 continued...

Panel C813: Member State Foreign Policies in Transition

Venue: Umney Lounge

Chair: Richard Whitman  Discussant: Amelia Hadfield

Ms Jackie Gower: 'Neighbourhood Policy: Security and Borders'

Dr Christian Kaunert (Joint paper with Sarah Leonard): 'The External Dimension of EU Asylum and Migration Policy'

Dr Karolina Pomorska: 'Common Foreign and Security Policy and the Central European Member States: Convergent or Divergent Patterns of Adaptation?'

Dr Luis Simón Navarro: 'Geopolitics, Grand Strategy and Franco-German Conceptions of CSDP'
Research Session 9: Wednesday, 7th September, 13:30-15:00

Panel C902: 'Inside the EU Institutions': Exploring Power and Influence III
Venue: Junior Common Room
Chair: Amy Busby
Discussant: Ariadna Ripoll Servent
Mr Mark Field: 'Knowledge is Power? Cooperation, Compliance and Coalitions in the EU Expert Groups’
Mrs Daniela Ionescu: 'Institutions, Power and Expert Knowledge Case-Study: The European Commission's Evaluation of Corruption in the 2007 Enlargement'
Dr Christine Neuhold (Joint paper with Mathias Dobbels): 'Desperately Seeking...Expertise: The Level of Expertise of the European Parliament in the EU Policy-Making Process’
Ms Maja Kluger Rasmussen: 'Lobbying on Climate Change: Who Tips the Scales in the European Parliament’

Panel C903: Institutional Learning and European Foreign Policy
Venue: Games Room
Chair: Michael E Smith
Discussant: Richard Whitman
Dr Karolina Pomorska: 'Learning as a Mechanism of Europeanisation in CFSP: The Case of Poland'
Prof Michael E Smith: 'Developing a 'Comprehensive Approach' to International Security: Institutional Learning and the European Security and Defence Policy’

Panel C904: Euroscepticism as a feature of Party Politics and Policy
Venue: Clare Hall - Richard Eden Suite
Chair: Nick Startin
Discussant: Marianne Sundlisæter Skinner
Dr Susan Milner: 'From Euro-Enthusiasts to Euro-Critics? Exploring the Relationship between Public Opinion and Party-Based Euroscepticism in France'
Dr Sofia Vasilopoulou: 'Similar Parties, Dissimilar Policies: Party Competition and the Issue of Europe’

Panel C906: Empire, Europeanisation and Identity
Venue: Music Room
Chair: Emmanuel Sigalas
Ms Tamara Jovanovic: ‘The Role of Transnational Human Rights and Europeanisation on National Minority Politics in an EU Context: Combined Efforts to Establish New Ways Forwards’
Dr Stanislaw Konopacki: 'Europe and its Problem with Identity'
Mrs Vera Slavtcheva-Petkova: 'Children's European Identities between Class, Ethnicity and Dr Meike Wulf: 'Changing Memory Regimes in a New Europe’

Panel C909: EU Relations with the Neighbourhood II: The Eastern Partnership
Venue: Auditorium
Chair: David Phinnemore
Ms Hanna Bennett: 'Europeanisation through the ENP? - EU Strategies, Determinants and Influence in the Eastern Neighbourhood'
Ms Heidi Maurer (Joint paper with Licinia Simao): 'Here to Stay or Already Vanishing? Implications of Changes Introduced by the Lisbon Treaty on the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP)’
Mr Kristian Nielsen (Join paper with Maili Vilson): 'The Eastern Partnership: Soft Power or Policy Failure’
Research Session 9 continued…

Panel C910: The Roma in the EU
Venue: Garden Room
Chair: Timofey Agarin
- Dr William Bartlett (Joint paper with Claire Gordon): 'The EU Roma Strategy after Lisbon'
- Dr Owen Parker: 'Roma and the Politics of EU Citizenship: Exclusion and Resistance Beyond a Logic of Securitization'
- Dr Lyubka Savkova: 'Comparative Approach Case Study of Roma Parties and Roma Electorates in Central and Eastern Europe'
- Dr F Peter Wagner: 'Citizenship as Europeanization, Europeanization as Citizenship: Challenges, Opportunities, and Realities of a European post-National Political Space and the Question of the Integration of European Roma, Sinti, and Traveller Communities'

Panel C911: Security, Conflict and the Governance of Resolution
Venue: Umney Theatre
Chair: André Barrinha
- Prof Emil Kirchner: 'Performance of Regional Organizations in Security and Defence'
- Mr Moritz Reinsch: 'Copy-Paste? The Role of Institutional Isomorphism in the Construction of the Common Security and Defence Policy'
- Dr Rainer Schweickert: 'Is the EU's and NATO's Role in Institution Building in the Post-Soviet Space Counterbalanced by Russia and China?'
- Miss Bilge Yabanci: 'Legitimation of EU Conflict Resolution: In Between Normative Criteria and Perceptions of Policy Subjects'